One shared purpose – inspired by our commitment to the larger community
Working to preserve the planet

A future with meaningful opportunities for all

As a responsible corporation, Infosys is striving to drive its
business sustainably through focused action, collaboration,
advocacy, and thought leadership.

The future is digital. And we at Infosys believe that everyone
deserves a seat at the table.

Resource efficiency and circularity is the foundation of our
sustainability program. Over the last decade, we have been
driving energy and water efficiencies to deliver reductions in
per capita consumptions of over 55% and 65%, respectively.
We built over 28 million sq. ft. of LEED Platinum certified office
space. We understand that creating a circular economy is key for
positive climate action as well as keeping resource extraction and
pollution under check.
We also manage our waste guided by the 3Rs (Reduce, Reuse,
Recycle) strategy.
We are at the forefront of climate action. We are carbon neutral
across Scopes 1, 2, and 3 since 2020 and are committed to
staying carbon neutral and further reducing our Scope 1, 2, and
3 emissions. We are committed to RE100, Science Based Targets,
and net zero; and we have set an internal carbon price.
We have, under the carbon offset program, migrated over
1,84,000 rural families from traditional cooking to sustainable
cooking methods, helping reduce deforestation and air pollution.
We have created urban green lungs and local ecosystems
thriving with biodiversity within our large campuses across India.

Bose Koorliyil Varghese
Head – Green Initiatives

“Addressing Climate Change is on the top of
the agenda today for companies across the
world. Infosys has been a leader in driving
climate action with its pioneering efforts and
achievements. As a Company disclosing to CDP
since 2006 and on the CDP Climate Change and
Supplier’s Engagement A-list in 2021, Infosys
has also set a benchmark for corporates by
setting an internal carbon price and Science
Based Targets, turning carbon neutral in
2020 and committing to Net Zero. We hope
Infosys continues to lead by example in India’s
transition to a low carbon economy.”
Prarthana Borah

Through Infosys Springboard, the Company delivers a global
digital learning platform that has free content uniquely curated,
designed and delivered to meet the digital skills needs of the
communities it serves. Beyond the thousands of courses easily
accessed online, Infosys Springboard encapsulates Infosys'
aspiration to drive human capacity-building and opportunity:
namely, that every educator, student, or professional learner
deserves an equal opportunity to engage in a 21st century
economy marked by technological innovation.
Infosys has always stood for educational excellence and belief
in the boundless learning potential of talent to keep pace with
social, technological, and cultural shifts. While the Company has
always invested in its own people, there was equally always an
eye open to the wider community.
This is where things have recently been getting exciting. In the
past year, Infosys Springboard deployment has reached millions
across India, Australia / New Zealand, the UK, Europe, and the
United States. Powered by Infosys Wingspan, our integrated
digital learning and collaboration platform, Infosys Springboard
includes content spanning across the digital, emerging
technologies, and leadership skills spectrum.
Inclusivity, creativity, and digital literacy. These are hallmarks
of the Infosys CSR ethos and we’ve only begun to see the
wide‑ranging social impact of this human-centered investment.

Kate Maloney

“We’re delighted that we’ve been able to
reach a lot of highly-engaged and enthusiastic
educators through our courseware on the
Pathfinders Online Institute, the K12 platform
of Infosys Springboard in the USA. Together,
we’re ensuring that all young people have the
opportunity to become creators and not just
consumers of technology.”
ED of North America, Raspberry Pi Foundation
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The culture of an organization is the outcome of how its people
think and behave in response to internal and external stimuli.
These behaviors are guided by the Company’s core
values – either nurtured from the very beginning or developed
over time. Leaders and managers lean on these values to
navigate the path forward, especially during times of change
or stress. At Infosys, that code of conduct and backbone for
governance is C-LIFE – our acronym for Client Value, Leadership
by Example, Integrity and Tranparency, Fairness and Excellence.
C-LIFE, when followed in spirit, in tandem with every employee
exercising good judgment and seeking guidance or clarification
when in doubt, has proved to be a trusty compass. The Office
of Integrity and Compliance, in addition to the Company’s
managers, human resources and legal departments, provides
guidance and leadership for Infosys’ business on ethical
questions and matters of compliance.
This tone for an ethical, fair business, we believe, must not
only be set at the top and but also driven across the value
chain by all – employees, partners, and vendors in the Infosys
ecosystem. This will help us foster sustainable supply chains
where all participants benefit equitably. Governance at Infosys
also extends to striving to achieve high standards of data
privacy and information security. We consistently respond to our
stakeholders’ expectations to not only ensure security for all, but
also advance the standards.
We unfailingly let the laws of the land, where we conduct
business, regulate our relationships with our customers,
competitors, distributors and resellers.

Rachael Zavodnyik

AVP – Assistant General Counsel

AVP – Senior Principal – Business Consulting

Matt Richardson

Director, CDP, India
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Globally, Infosys and its CSR teams are actively deployed
to unleash the talent of every individual to participate in
this dynamic digital generation – irrespective of geography
or zip code.

Leading with our values,
delivering with accountability
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“Today, business leaders face their greatest
mandate yet to be ethical, accountable, and
trusted to drive positive change. We continue
to be inspired by the World’s Most Ethical
Companies honorees and their dedication
to integrity, sustainability, governance, and
community. Congratulations to Infosys for
earning the World’s Most Ethical Companies
designation.”
Timothy Erblich

Chief Executive Officer, Ethisphere
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